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Abstract
Background Understanding population responses to influ-
enza helps optimize public health interventions. Relevant
theoretical frameworks remain nascent.
Purpose To model associations between trust in information,
perceived hygiene effectiveness, knowledge about the causes
of influenza, perceived susceptibility and worry, and personal
hygiene practices (PHPs) associated with influenza.
Methods Cross-sectional household telephone surveys on
avian influenza A/H5N1 (2006) and pandemic influenza A/
H1N1 (2009) gathered comparable data on trust in formal
and informal sources of influenza information, influenza-
related knowledge, perceived hygiene effectiveness, worry,
perceived susceptibility, and PHPs. Exploratory factor
analysis confirmed domain content while confirmatory
factor analysis was used to evaluate the extracted factors.
The hypothesized model, compiled from different theoret-
ical frameworks, was optimized with structural equation
modelling using the A/H5N1 data. The optimized model
was then tested against the A/H1N1 dataset.
Results The model was robust across datasets though
corresponding path weights differed. Trust in formal infor-
mation was positively associated with perceived hygiene

effectiveness which was positively associated with PHPs in
both datasets. Trust in formal information was positively
associated with influenza worry in A/H5N1 data, and with
knowledge of influenza cause in A/H1N1 data, both variables
being positively associated with PHPs. Trust in informal
information was positively associated with influenza worry in
both datasets. Independent of information trust, perceived
influenza susceptibility associated with influenza worry.
Worry associated with PHPs in A/H5N1 data only.
Conclusions Knowledge of influenza cause and perceived
PHP effectiveness were associated with PHPs. Improving
trust in formal information should increase PHPs. Worry
was significantly associated with PHPs in A/H5N1.
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Introduction

Novel respiratory infectious diseases (RIDs) such as severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), avian influenza A/
H5N1 and most recently pandemic influenza A/H1N1
represent serious public health threats. For influenzas,
antivirals enable treatment of infected individuals and
chemoprophylaxis of exposed individuals throughout the first
wave until vaccines are developed. Non-pharmaceutical
interventions may also delay local transmission and mitigate
the impact of local epidemics [1]. Although A/H5N1 is
predominantly a disease of domestic fowl [2, 3] and rarely
occurs among humans, its very high mortality rate and high
potential for mutation to readily transmit between humans
remain of great concern. In contrast, A/H1N1 is highly
contagious among humans but has in most cases a relatively
benign clinical profile and low mortality rate [4].
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Personal hygiene practices (PHPs) including respiratory
etiquette (covering mouth when sneezing or coughing,
appropriate disposal of tissues), hand cleansing with soap/
alcohol/biocides (“hand-washing”) and other hygiene practi-
ces, such as using serving utensils are widely recommended
for reducing influenza virus transmission as simple, inexpen-
sive and effective interventions [1, 5–7]. Hand-washing in
particular reduces influenza viral load on hands, thereby
reducing chances of self-inoculation and onward transmis-
sion via fomites [5]. Understanding the determinants of
PHPs in RIDs is an important public health question.

Hand-washing, wearing face masks and social distancing
(health protective behaviours) increase during epidemics [8,
9], and adherence varies with perceived health threats and
efficacy beliefs and demographics [10–15]. Most relevant
studies are cross-sectional and of the 26 studies recently
reviewed 23 lacked robust theoretical frameworks [10, 11].
Several theoretical models for understanding health protec-
tive behaviours are available, including the cognitively
based Theories of Planned Behaviour (TPB) [16, 17]/
Reasoned Action (TRA) [18, 19], Health Belief Model
(HBM) [20, 21] and Protection Motivation Theory [22].
Although HBM and TPB among others have been applied
in some studies of cognitive interactions with health
protective behaviours during RIDs [15, 23, 24], these
models do not adequately accommodate affect in health
behavioural change during RID epidemics/pandemics.
Moreover, existing theories have poorly accommodated
the spectrum of social influence, exceptions being the TPB/
TRA, which include coercive influences from family and
friends under “norms”, and Social Learning Theory (SLT)
[25], which describes observational learning. Neither
theoretical position includes both. Some studies have
explored combinations of different theories. For example,
attempts to predict hand-washing on an intensive care unit by
combining SLT and TPB elements found only self-efficacy
predicted hand-washing [26], suggesting established theoret-
ical models may be inadequate. Because outbreaks of RIDs
are dynamic, embodying significant uncertainty and often,
invisible personal threat they differ from non-communicable
disease. That the source of threat is not one’s own behaviour
but other people argues for social factors to be more
influential than existing models of behaviour change allow.

The very limited literature on behavioural adherence to
prevention during infectious respiratory epidemics suggests
perceived effectiveness of recommended action and per-
ceived risk consistently associate with health protective
actions [10–15]. To enable individual determination of risk,
information on threat characteristics relative to self is
needed. Trust is a core element in risk perception [12] and
influences perceived veracity of information from different
sources. During epidemics, trust in information becomes
important when people consider making informed decisions

to change behaviour [27]. The public is usually passively
exposed to epidemic-related information from government
agencies via the media but more active searching may occur
if perceived threat levels are high and imminent [28]. Trust
in information is associated with health protective behav-
iour adherence during epidemics [11, 13–15, 23], but
observing the actions of others also provides information
[25, 29]. In particular, during conditions of high uncertain-
ty, for example during the early stages of an epidemic,
people may seek information from a much broader array of
sources, including observations of the actions of peers and
affiliates (social learning) and from cautionary tales
(cultural learning) if government/media information is
lacking, inadequate, incomplete or unreliable [8, 30].
Existing theoretical models poorly integrate such broader
social influences with affective and cognitive elements.

Communication theories [31, 32] and other studies [33]
suggest that risk communications influence cognitive
processes to produce protective behaviours. Awareness of
RID epidemic (and other) situations arise from perceptions,
comprehension and prediction of the prevailing (threat)
environment [34, 35], being informed by both formal
information (government/media news) and informal infor-
mation (conversations or observation of the behaviour of
friends, colleagues and others) sources. Such situation
awareness subsumes several cognitive elements: Informa-
tion is sought on the nature of the threat and protective
actions because threat-related primary and secondary
appraisal requires cognizance of threat characteristics and
response options (causal knowledge, perceived susceptibil-
ity and utility of and effectiveness of protective response
options) [34] and control of negative affect, which
influences judgments of threat and action effectiveness
[34–37]. These elements of situational awareness offer
potentially useful insights for predicting lay protective
health behaviours during emerging RID epidemics [33,
38]. We developed and tested a theoretical model (Fig. 1)
derived from the above literature incorporating three
domains: trust in both formal and informal information
sources, situation awareness (causal knowledge; perceived
effectiveness of PHP (effectiveness); perceived susceptibil-
ity to and worry about influenza) and reported recent PHPs
(Fig. 1). The model proposes that information trust
influences situation awareness variables, which in turn
influence PHPs. We used structural equation modelling to
test a saturated (all paths between all variables are assumed)
model as the null hypothesis. We hypothesized that greater
trust in formal information would reflect elements of
situational awareness embodying greater knowledge of
disease, greater perceived PHP effectiveness, lower per-
ceived susceptibility and less worry. This would be
associated with enhanced PHP. In contrast, trust in informal
information would reflect elements of situational awareness
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embodying less knowledge of disease, lower perceived
PHP effectiveness, greater perceived susceptibility and
worry, and uncertain PHP.

This study utilized data collected in 2006 during high
levels of A/H5N1 activity in southern China [39] and
during the 2009 A/H1N1 pandemic [40] to test the
hypothesized model. Comparing the model in these two
different epidemic situations helps to validate the model’s
robustness under different, but not unrelated circumstances.

Methods

Sources of Data

Both data sets were gathered using anonymous random
household telephone interviewing with one adult within
each household selected using randomization tables based
on household size, in the general Hong Kong population
[39, 40]. Data on risk perception, knowledge, attitudes and
hygiene practices towards A/H5N1 influenza were collect-
ed between December 2005 to March 2006 when A/H5N1
influenza reached its epidemic peak in South East Asia.
Similar data were collected for A/H1N1 influenza using
comparable methods on 13–15th May 2009, shortly after
the WHO global alert on 24th April 2009 and the
identification of the first laboratory-confirmed imported
case in Hong Kong on 1st May 2009 [41]. Both surveys
obtained ethics approval from the Institutional Review
Board of the University of Hong Kong/Hospital Authority
Hong Kong West Cluster and verbal consent was required
from all respondents.

Measures

Both surveys assessed variables relevant to this study,
including hygiene practices, trust in formal and informal

information, risk and related perceptions (Cronbach’s
alphas and related scale information can be found in
Appendix Table 1). We selected items related to the three
domains specified in Fig. 1.

Trust in Formal and Informal Information

Seven items addressed trust in information. Four items were
designed to tap trust in formal and three items to tap trust in
informal information in the A/H5N1 survey, while in the A/
H1N1 survey six items addressed trust; four tapped trust in
formal and two in informal information. The items were
treated as a scale and asked the respondents about their
agreement (5-point scale) with statements such as, “Media
reports about (A/H5N1/A/H1N1) can be trusted.” Although
domain items differed slightly by survey, exploratory factor
analysis with varimax rotation generated two factors
comprising Trust in formal information (government or
media news) and Trust in informal information (conversa-
tions or behaviours of friends, colleagues and others) for
both surveys (Appendix Table 1). All factor loadings
exceeded 0.60. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was then
conducted to evaluate the adequacy of the measurement
models, indicating good fit for the measurement models in
both surveys with confirmatory fit index (CFI)>0.97 and root
mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA) <0.05.

Awareness of Epidemic Situation

Disease-related Knowledge and Worry Five items
addressed diseases-related knowledge and worry, which
again differed slightly by survey. Two factors were
extracted with varimax-rotated exploratory factor analysis
comprising self-reported knowledge and disease worry
(Appendix Table 1). All factor loadings exceeded 0.65.
Confirmatory factor analysis indicated a good fit with CFI
>0.99 and RMSEA <0.05.

Fig. 1 The conceptual frame-
work: interactions among social
information trust, situational
awareness and health protective
behaviours
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Perceived Susceptibility In both surveys, perceived suscep-
tibility was assessed with single items asking respondents
to estimate the likelihood of contracting A/H5N1 or A/
H1N1 (7-point Likert scale) (Appendix Table 1).

Perceived Hygiene Effectiveness Perceived effectiveness of
hygiene measures for preventing A/H5N1/A/H1N1 was
assessed with two items asking respondents about their
beliefs in the effectiveness (completely ineffective/some-
what ineffective/unsure/somewhat effective/highly effec-
tive) of washing hands before touching face or food and
of washing hands after going out (Appendix Table 1). In
both surveys, all factor loadings exceeded 0.87.

Health Protective Behaviours

Because provisional data analysis suggested that personal
hygiene, social distancing, face-mask use and other
protective practices have heterogeneous determinants [14,
40, 42], we used personal hygiene (respiratory etiquette,
hand washing and serving utensil use) as PHP only. Three
of four items in the A/H5N1 survey were common to the A/
H1N1 survey (Appendix Table 1). Four and three items
comprised assessment of personal hygiene practices for A/
H5N1 and A/H1N1, respectively. Each item was scored on a
4-point categorical scale (“Always”, “Usually” “Sometimes”
and “Never”). Scores for all three items were combined and
the total score was used as a latent variable of PHP for the
purposes of structural equation modelling. Using CFA factor
loadings ranged between 0.55 and 0.75 for A/H5N1 items
and 0.62–0.74 for A/H1N1 items.

Statistical Analysis

Excepting perceived susceptibility, measured on a single
ordinal item, other constructs were specified as latent
variables and measured with two or more items. Sample
characteristics for the two surveys were compared with the
general population using Cohen’s effect sizes [43]. Rele-
vant data from each survey operationalizing domains
specified in the conceptual model (Fig. 1) were entered
into the Structural Equation Model (SEM). Multivariate
outliers were identified and deleted based on relative
contribution to normalized multivariate kurtosis (non-
normality). SEM requires continuous data with multivariate
normal distribution. This was estimated using Mardia’s
coefficient [44]. Missing data were handled with multiple
imputation [45] to generate ten datasets which were
summarized into one for subsequent analysis, to maintain
sample size and maximize available data [46]. Standardized
parameters (β) were estimated based on the summarized
datasets. Standardized parameters >0.10 accompanied by

p values ≤0.05 were considered as meaningful; Standardized
parameters <0.10 but accompanied by p values ≤0.05 were
considered weak and not meaningful. Those with associated
p values ≥0.05 were non-significant. Misfitting or poorly
fitting models were re-specified guided by theoretical
soundness and the Lagrange Multiplier test (LMtest) which
tests if the addition of (specified) parameters (paths)
improves model fit and the Wald Test (Wtest) which
identifies parameters that can be removed without reducing
the model fit [47].

To evaluate model fit, multiple fit indices were exam-
ined; as each has some shortcomings when used alone we
used a combination for robustness. Because χ2 goodness of
fit is sensitive to sample size, we required a χ2/df value of <3
as favourable for large sample sizes such as those in the
present study and used the Satorra–Bentler (SB) χ2 which
incorporates an adjustment for non-normal distributions [48].
Values of non-normalized fit index (NNFI) range from 0 to
1.0 with values >0.90 indicating a good fit. Comparative Fit
indices (CFI) produce the same value ranges as NNFI, where
values exceeding 0.90 and 0.95 indicate acceptable and good
fit respectively. Finally, RMSEA indicates model misfitting,
where values exceeding 0.05 indicate an inadequate model
fit. All fit indices were calculated and used to evaluate model
fit [49]. All statistical analyses were conducted in EQS 6.1
for Windows [50].

Results

The A/H5N1 survey comprised 1,760 respondents with a
response rate of 63% while the A/H1N1 survey comprised
1,016 respondents with a response rate of 68.8%. Demograph-
ics including age, gender, education level, marital status and
birth place of the two samples were comparable to the general
population [51] (effect sizes<0.3) [43] but differed somewhat
from each other (Appendix Table 2), with the A/H1N1
sample more closely approximating the general population in
terms of gender and age, and the A/H5N1 sample closer in
terms of educational attainment and marital status.

There were some demographic differences in the con-
structs specified in the model (Appendix Table 3). PHPs
were generally greater in females across the two surveys
but were unassociated with age. Perceived effectiveness of
hygiene and disease worry were higher in females in the A/
H5N1 survey only but positively associated with age in
both surveys. Perceived susceptibility was negative associ-
ated with age in the A/H5N1 data but positively associated
with age in the A/H1N1 data. Trust in formal information
was higher in females and positively associated with age in
the A/H5N1 data only while trust in informal information
was positively associated with age but did not differ by
gender in either dataset.
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In the A/H5N1 data, three cases were identified and
deleted as outliers based on disproportionate contribution to
normalized multivariate kurtosis, leaving 1,757 cases for
model testing. Similarly, four cases were identified and
deleted as outliers in the A/H1N1 data, leaving 1,012 cases
for model testing. Mardia coefficients (63.68 and 41.68 for
A/H5N1 and A/H1N1 survey data, respectively) indicated
some degree of persisting non-normality for both survey
datasets, thus robust maximum likelihood estimation and
SB χ2 were applied for model testing.

The Full Structural Model

We are proposing that the situational awareness variables in
the model (centre column, Fig. 1) are intervening variables
between information trust and hygiene behaviours. Our null
hypothesis specified a model wherein all paths between
social information trust and situational awareness, and
between situational awareness and PHPs were assumed to
be significant (Fig. 1). This null model, tested first against
A/H5N1 and then A/H1N1 data, proved an unsatisfactorily
poor fit. We next re-specified the hypothesized model on
the A/H5N1 data and then applied this re-specified model
to the A/H1N1 data, which required further optimization.
The optimized models are shown in Fig. 2 for the A/H5N1
data and Fig. 3 for the A/H1N1 data (Fig. 3).

A/H5N1

The hypothesized SEM algorithm was initially run using
LMtests to assess missing paths. Two significant LMtest
values suggested that including two additional parameters, a
path-linking self-reported knowledge to perceived hygiene
effectiveness and a path linking perceived susceptibility to
disease worry, would significantly improve model fit. These
two paths were theoretically plausible. The first path being

consistent with Bandura’s view that knowledge guides judg-
ments and action [25, 29]. The latter path being consistent
with previous findings that worry mediates the relationship
between perceived susceptibility and health protective
behaviours [52, 53]. Both paths enhance the interaction of
situational awareness variables in the model. Both paths
were added and the SEM reiterated using Wtests to
optimally parse the model by removing any unnecessary
paths. Non-significant Wtests indicated that three parameters
contributed little explanatory power and could be removed
for parsimony: paths linking trust in informal information to
self-reported causal knowledge, trust in informal information
to perceived hygiene effectiveness, and trust in informal
information to perceived susceptibility were deleted. The
final A/H5N1 SEM is shown in Fig. 2. Solid lines with
standardized parameters (β) indicate significant paths with
βs >0.1; statistically significant paths with βs <0.1 were
retained and are shown with dotted lines; non-significant
paths are removed from the model. Fit indices implied a
good model fit with SBχ2/df=1.48, NNFI=0.98, CFI=0.95
and RMSEA=0.02.

The optimized model showed that greater trust in formal
information was positively associated with perceptions of
greater hygiene effectiveness (β=0.25) and more influenza
worry (β=0.24) (Fig. 2). Greater trust in informal informa-
tion was associated only with greater influenza worry (β=
0.31). Self-reported knowledge (β=0.24), perceived hygiene
effectiveness (β=0.23) and disease worry (β=0.28) were
positively associated with personal hygiene practices. Better
self-reported knowledge was associated with greater per-
ceived hygiene effectiveness (β=0.15) while greater per-
ceived susceptibility was associated with more influenza
worry (β=0.18). Other retained (dashed, Fig. 2) paths were
statistically significant but all had β<0.1 indicating their
respective variables were only weakly associated. The model
explained 21.8% of the variance in PHPs against A/H5N1.

Fig. 2 Structural equation mod-
el for personal hygiene practices
against avian influenza A/H5N1,
2006, Hong Kong; all numbers
represent standardized parame-
ters (β); solid lines are statisti-
cally significant and have
βs >0.10; dotted lines are
statistically significant but
have βs <0.10
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A/H1N1

When applied to the A/H1N1 dataset, the LMtest indicated
the same paths (linking self-reported knowledge to per-
ceived hygiene effectiveness and linking perceived suscep-
tibility to disease worry) as in the H5N1 model be added to
the model, while the Wtest indicated three paths including
paths linking trust in informal information to self-reported
knowledge, trust in informal information to perceived
hygiene effectiveness, and trust in informal information to
perceived susceptibility be removed. The final A/H1N1
model structure was the same as that for the A/H5N1 model
but weights (βs) of corresponding paths differed notably
(Fig. 3). The model fit indices indicated a good fit with
SBχ2/df=1.54, NNFI=0.96, CFI=0.97 and RMSEA=0.02.

Greater trust in formal information was strongly associ-
ated with better self-reported knowledge (β=0.64) but, in
contrast to the A/H5N1 model, weakly (dashed β<0.1)
associated with disease worry. Also, unlike the A/H5N1
model, disease worry weakly (dashed β<0.1) associated with
PHPs, leaving only self-reported causal knowledge (β=0.35)
and perceived hygiene effectiveness (β=0.14) associated with
PHP. As in the A/H5N1model trust in formal information was
positively associated with perceived hygiene effectiveness
(β=0.19), greater self-reported causal knowledge was asso-
ciated with greater perceived hygiene effectiveness (β=0.25)
and greater perceived susceptibility was associated with more
influenza worry (β=0.34). Other paths were either weak
(dashed, β<0.1) or nonsignificant (absent). The model
explained 17.7% of variance of PHP against A/H1N1.

Mediation analysis of these paths using the method of
Barron and Kenny [54] found trust in formal information
association with perceived prevention effectiveness was
partially mediated by causal knowledge only for A/H1N1
data (without knowledge mediation β=0.42; with mediation
β=0.35, where a decline in the value of β on inclusion of the

putative mediating variable (“with mediation”) indicates
degree of mediation (~17%)). Association between trust in
formal information and PHPs was strongly mediated by
perceive prevention effectiveness (without perceived preven-
tion effectiveness mediation β=0.13; with mediation β=0.05
(n.s.), ~61% mediation) for A/H5N1, but far less so in the
case of A/H1N1 (without mediation β=0.24; with mediation
β=0.20, ~17% mediation). Perceived susceptibility mediation
between trust in informal information and worry was absent
in A/H5N1 data and marginal (without mediation β=0.46;
with mediation β=0.41, ~11% mediation) in A/H1N1data.

Discussion

We tested hypotheses representing how trust in formal/
informal information might influence knowledge of influ-
enza cause and perceived effectiveness of interventions,
perceived susceptibility to and worry about influenza, and
thereby personal hygiene. The null hypothesis of a fully
saturated model was rejected in favour of a parsed final
model partially approximating to that hypothesized. PHP
variance was consistently explained by perceived PHP
effectiveness, which in turn was associated with trust in
formal information. However, counter intuitively, causal
knowledge, while consistently associated with reported
PHPs only associated with trust in formal information for
A/H1N1 data. Counter to what was hypothesized, perceived
susceptibility was unrelated to trust in information and
reported PHP, being only associated with influenza worry,
which itself contributed to PHP variance only for A/H5N1
data. Trust in formal/informal information explained signifi-
cant variance in influenza worry only for A/H5N1. Otherwise,
the hypothesized model showed good fit to different data sets,
from different times and influenza types. Variability in
influenza characteristics probably contributed to differences

Fig. 3 Structural equation mod-
el for personal hygiene practices
against novel influenza A/
H1N1, 2009, Hong Kong; all
numbers represent standardized
parameters (β); solid lines are
statistically significant and have
βs >0.10; dotted lines are sta-
tistically significant but have
βs <0.10
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in the model path weights. Despite A/H5N1, having a high
case-fatality-rate [55], no deaths were attributed A/H5N1 in
Hong Kong since 2002. Primarily a poultry disease, urban
dwellers fear A/H5N1 [56, 57], liking it to SARS [56, 58,
59]. Rural dwellers, being familiar with zoonoses are less
concerned [56, 57]. In contrast, A/H1N1 is perceived as a
mild non-threatening event in Hong Kong [40].

Demographic Differences These featured as determinants
in many studies of PHP for RID prevention [11]. We found
similar differences but remain unsure why such differences
exist, or what they mean, examining these in more detail
elsewhere [56, 57, 60]. We incorporated elements from
TPB (perceived effectiveness) and from HBM (knowledge,
perceived susceptibility), and incorporated negative affec-
tivity (worry), which many theoretical models exclude.
Trust in informal information was strongly correlated with
age in both datasets, but level of disease worry was higher
for A/H5N1 than for A/H1N1 while levels of perceived
susceptibility were comparable for both influenzas and
showed age trends probably reflecting differential influenza
experience. In both cases, trust was marginally higher in A/
H1N1 than A/H5N1 data, probably reflecting historical
factors. Following SARS trust in government was low and
this took time to recover. Age-related differences were also
found, with older people reporting more trust, consistent with
other studies [11]. Given that perceived risk varies by
demographic factors for crime [61], roads [62], cancer [63]
and infection [26, 64], with more complex gender interactions
seen on closer scrutiny [65] our findings are unsurprising.

Trust in Formal Information This consistently associated
with both perceived PHP effectiveness, which consistent
with other studies [10–15] associated strongly with PHPs.
As hypothesized, perceptions of hygiene effectiveness were
associated with greater personal hygiene practices, consis-
tent with previous empirical studies [10–15, 24, 42, 66, 67],
suggesting that adequate public understanding of RID cause
and efficacy of prevention measures is paramount. While
most studies on perceived PHP effectiveness report a link
with practice, some studies have not found this [15].
Additionally, we found perceived PHP effectiveness strongly
mediated trust in formal information associated with reported
PHP in A/H5N1 data, but only weakly mediated this
association in A/H1N1 data. This suggests differences in
influenza characteristics and/or historical changes in percep-
tions of PHP effectiveness since A/H5N1. Established
patterns of PHPs may have been unaffected by additional
formal messages for PHP for A/H1N1. Various PHP elements
may be differentially influenced by message characteristics
[60]. Reported knowledge of influenza cause did not mediate
perceived PHP effectiveness, suggesting that additional
influences need to be incorporated in future studies.

Trust in Informal Information Greater trust in informal
information was associated only with older age and greater
worry. How others act or what they say provide important
environmental cues to action [29]. Chinese culture consid-
ers social conformity to be important, so monitoring the
behaviour and attitudes of others may provide important
threat-related information to inform decision-making. Per-
haps epidemic disease-related worry remains low until peoples’
observations of others’ statements and behaviours indicate
action is warranted, arousing a motivating affect and hence
behavioural response [33]. However, a strong disease worry
link to better personal hygiene was seen only for A/H5N1,
consistent with previous studies [56, 57]. Possibly, behav-
ioural change may occur only when disease worry exceeds a
certain threshold [35–37]. This suggests that risk communi-
cations generating moderate worry might be most effective for
prompting appropriate hygiene behaviour [68]. Informal
social influences deserve closer scrutiny in RID research.

Limitation This study’s limitations include being a secondary
analysis of data collected for other purposes. Methodological
heterogenity affected sampling and measurement. A greater
proportion of women in the A/H5N1 sample inflating known
demographic differences in risk perception and PHPs may
account for some of the reported associations in the A/H5N1
dataset. However, variable means of the two samples were not
markedly dissimilar (Appendix Table 3). Being cross-
sectional, causal direction is ambiguous. Some variables
measured with single items are sub-optimally defined,
possibly raising validity and reliability concerns, the alpha
values are low for some constructs and the variance
accounted for is relatively modest for both models. Report-
ing of PHPs may have been inflated, subject to social
desirability and retrospective recall biases. This needs to be
borne in mind when interpreting the findings.

Public Health Implication Our findings reporting actual PHP
behaviour, though cross-sectional, are consistent with the
literature on risk communications, which strongly indicates
that trustworthiness is a key variable in persuasion [68].
However, improvement in knowledge may be the most
important consequence of trust in formal/informal informa-
tion. During uncertainty, trust in formal information may
modulate disease-related worry less than might the activities
and beliefs expressed by trusted peers, family and perhaps
even strangers. An example is face-mask use, which being
highly visible takes on a semiotic function [8]. To generate a
critical mass of appropriate behaviour in the community,
prompt, clear and evidence-based public health information
should help to maximize formal information trust [13].

News reports about H5N1 and H1N1 from the Hong Kong
government website and two popular free newspapers during
the respective survey periods emphasized new human A/
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H5N1 cases in mainland China, (no local cases) during the A/
H5N1 survey. During the A/H1N1 survey, when A/H1N1 was
still confined to North America, these sources addressed Hong
Kong governmental containment responses to the outbreak. In
contrast to the then somewhat familiar A/H5N1, A/H1N1 was
an unknown, apparently aggressive human strain. Different
media coverage, the hangover from SARS, and public health
education on PHP since 2003 [69, 70] likely influenced trust
in formal information and improved influenza knowledge.
Perceived susceptibility was apparently insignificant in this
process, contrary to earlier findings [11]. Difference between
datasets suggests that real or perceived epidemic/pandemic
characteristics might significantly modulate PHPs. The
geographic proximity and imminence of epidemic threat
should therefore be considered as an influence in future
studies of RIDs. New preventive knowledge is more likely to
be from formal than informal sources [71].

Implications for Theory

The associations between the cognitive factors and PHPs
found in our study are largely consistent with previous RID
studies [11], most of which lack a robust theoretical basis
[11]. In extending core cognitive-affective components by
incorporating the role of information trust, in particular
social information our model more closely approximates an
active RID epidemic/pandemic [33]. Differences between
the two influenzas might reflect sample difference or indicate
that influenza characteristics are themselves an important
component driving situation awareness and response and

should be factored into models to improve predictive power.
Moreover, unlike most cognitive-behavioural models, our
model accommodates cognitive and affective elements con-
stituting mental representation of the threat posed by a RID
epidemic/pandemic, consistent with the common sense model
of illness [72]. Future studies should target theory develop-
ment to reconcile divergent models and accommodate
different findings. Overall, our study provides a stronger
foundation from which to develop better behavioural models
of responses to future RID epidemics.
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Appendix

Table 1 Overview of study measures

Construct in the models Items Response α H5N1
(α H1N1)

Avian flu survey Swine flu survey

Trust in formal information Persuaded by what I read in
the paper about bird flu

Persuaded by what I read in the
paper about swine flu

1–5 agreement 0.72 (0.66)

Government health
spokesperson is trustworthy

Confident that government’s
information is helpful

Media report can be trusted Media report can be trusted

Trust what the government
say about bird flu

Trust what the government say
about swine flu

Trust the government do
what is needed to protect
our health

Trust in informal information Best source of information about
bird flu is to watch and
listen to what others say

Best source of information about
swine flu is to watch and listen
to what others say

1–5 agreement 0.29a (0.33)a

Tend to believe what my friends,
colleagues or neighbours
say about bird flu

Tend to believe what my friends,
colleagues or neighbours say
about swine flu
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Table 1 (continued)

Construct in the models Items Response α H5N1
(α H1N1)

Avian flu survey Swine flu survey

Disease worry Friends have expressed
worries about bird flu

Friends have expressed worries
about swine flu

1–5 agreement 0.45 (0.59)

I am scared of catching bird flu I am worried about catching
swine flu

Things read in the newspaper
about bird flu scared me

Things read in the newspaper
about swine flu scared me

Perceived susceptibility Likelihood of contracting
avian flu

Likelihood of contacting swine flu 1–7 likelihood

Self-reported knowledge I understand how bird flu caused I understand how people get
infected with swine flu

1–5 agreement 0.32a (0.27)a

I know how to prevent myself
and family against bird flu

I know how to prevent myself
and family against swine flu

Perceived hygiene effectiveness
in prevention

Washing hands before touching
face or food

Washing hands before eating 1–5
effectiveness

0.76a (0.51)a

Washing hands after going out Washing hands after coming back

Personal hygiene practices in the past
3 days

Cover mouth when sneezing
or coughing

Cover mouth when sneezing or
coughing

1–4 frequency 0.56 (0.42)

Wash hands after sneezing,
coughing or touching nose

Wash hands after sneezing,
coughing or touching nose

Use liquid soap when washing
hands

Use serving utensils when
dining with others

Use serving utensils when
dining with others

aPearson’s correlation due to only two items

Table 2 Comparison between samples’ and general population’s demographic structures, Hong Kong

Demographics A/H5N1 (survey n=1,760) A/H1N1 survey (n=1,016) χ2 (p)a Population structureb Effect sizec

Gender

Female 64% 54% 3.90 (0.048) 52.3% 0.23 (0.03)
Male 36% 46% 47.7%

Age group

18–34 25% 29% 39.74 (<0.001) 33.1% 0.26 (0.10)
35–54 54% 42% 41.2%

≥55 21% 29% 25.7%

Education

Primary or below 19% 16% 10.21 (0.006) 25.4% 0.15 (0.24)
Secondary 56% 53% 51.6%

Tertiary or above 25% 30% 23%

Marital status

Single 28% 33% 7.57 (0.006) 32.4% 0.09 (0.01)
Married or formerly married 72% 67% 67.6%

Birth place

Hong Kong 66% 69% 2.58 (0.108) 60.3% 0.12 (0.18)
Other places 34% 31% 39.7%

aThe demographic differences between the H5N1 and H1N1 surveys
bBased on 2006 Hong Kong by-census (Census and Statistics Department HKSAR)
cEffect sizes w are calculated via the formula w ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P

m

i¼1

ðp0ðiÞ�p1ðiÞÞ2
p0ðiÞ

s

, where P0 (i) and P1 (i) are the observed proportions in the ith category from the
by-census data and survey data, respectively

Values reported outside the brackets refer to effect size of A/H5N1 sample while values reported inside the brackets refer to effect size of A/H1N1 sample
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